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Highlight the adjective prepositional phrase in each sentence.Identify the 

noun/noun phrase being modi!ed by pointing an arrow to it. .

We watched the long parade of dancers.

Our argument over who is taller was silly.

The movie about penguins was interesting.

The red boots behind the door are Susan’s.

2) The bird in the nest is sleeping.

The puppy with "oppy ears is mine.

A glass cabin in the woods is Alex’s biggest dream.

Veronica has a dog with black spots.

The young boy in front of that signboard is my brother.

10) The geese beside the bush are gaggling. 

Example:

When prepositional phrases are used as adjectives, they modify nouns or 

pronouns.

When Nick passed the test, he was over the moon. 

Prepositional Phrases

The little girl with the yellow hat is my friend.The little girl with the yellow hat is my friend.

When Nick passed the test, he was over the moon. 
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Name : Answer key

Highlight the adjective prepositional phrase in each sentence.Identify the 

noun/noun phrase being modi!ed by pointing an arrow to it. .

We watched the long parade of dancers.

Our argument over who is taller was silly.

The movie about penguins was interesting.

The red boots behind the door are Susan’s.

2) The bird in the nest is sleeping.

The puppy with "oppy ears is mine.

A glass cabin in the woods is Alex’s biggest dream.

Veronica has a dog with black spots.

The young boy in front of that signboard is my brother.

10) The geese beside the bush are gaggling. 

Example:

When prepositional phrases are used as adjectives, they modify nouns or 

pronouns.

When Nick passed the test, he was over the moon. 

Prepositional Phrases

The little girl with the yellow hat is my friend.The little girl with the yellow hat is my friend.

When Nick passed the test, he was over the moon. 
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